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20B4315

03/2020

male, 61 y.

pancreatic tumor with rhabdoid phenotype



Solid to poorly cohesive to pseudovascular growth 
pattern, without glandular structures













CKpan



CKpan





CD68



INI-1 (SMARCB1)



• ERG, CD34, CD31: negative.

• CK7, EMA: focally positive.

• E-cadherine: completely negative.

• Beta-catenin: focal membranous expression.

Other IHC markers





Pleomorphic versus monomorphic undifferentiated 
rhabdoid pancreatic carcinoma 









09/2021:

clinician asks DNA NGS

motivation: search for predictive markers for 
targeted therapy



prof. Vanden Bempt, CME UZ Leuven

VAF/MAF SMARCA4 x 3 = VAF/MAF KRAS



SMARCA4 IHC

prof. Hoorens, APO UZ Gent













Immunotherapy in SMARCA4-deficient NSCLC and UT:
variable results, sometimes good response, but PDL1 

IHC not predictive



10/2021:

Given supra, my suggestion to clinician was: 
maybe try immunotherapy?

Response: not now, maybe later.



11/2021:













Rhabdoid and/or SMARC* tumors

=

the “Agaimy tumors”



20B8409 and 20B13783

06/2020 and 05/2021 

male, 86 y.

Inguinal canal tumor (2020) + pancreatic tumor (2021)



Myxofibrosarcoma-like; no lipomatous areas







Areas that are more pleomorphic/epithelioid than spindle





• All tested markers were completely negative.

• Desmin, caldesmon, CKpan, CD34, ASMA, EMA, SOX10.

IHC markers



prof. Vanden Bempt, CME UZ Leuven

High-level MDM2 amplification in 79% of cells





05/2021: resection of the pancreatic tumor
focal glandular areas



Pas-diastase



CKpan



Mainly more epitheloid/pleomorphic/sarcomatoid areas







prof. Vanden Bempt, CME UZ Leuven

High-level MDM2 amplification in 6% of cells



Idylla KRAS testing on the pancreatic and inguinal canal tumor

APO AZ Groeninge





MDM2 gain/amplification in approx. 10% of pancreatic 
adenocarcinomas, sometimes without KRAS mutation



This is an accidental association of a DDLPS and a 
focally MDM2-amplified pancreatic adenocarcinoma.

Since 10% of pancreas adca have MDM2 amplification, 
sooner or later it will be seen together with a DDLPS, 

especially if you look hard enough for it



Let us search a bit further and deeper on the this topic…











MDM2 amplification in sarcomatoid lung carcinoma



Renal and other carcinomas becoming sarcomatoid, 
spreading and metastasizing, also to the retroperitoneum, 
with loss of markers like CKpan and appearance of MDM2 

amplification…

…it is getting difficult to diagnose a (retroperitoneal) MDM2 
DDLPS without a clear WDLPS component if there is a know 
carcinoma in the abdominal cavity or even elsewhere in the 

body…

…luckily we have the KRAS data in our patient…





KRAS mutation mutually exclusive with MDM2 amplification:
you only need one driver







KRAS is in the driver seat of the pancreatic adenocarcinoma

MDM2 takes over the driver seat: appearance of a focus of 
MDM2 amplification; KRAS is not needed anymore in this 

focus and disappears gradually

The very aggressive MDM2 amplified/KRAS- clone 
metastasizes to the inguinal canal/retroperitoneum, 

accompagnied by CKpan loss and acquisition of a DDLPS-like 
morphology and diffuse presence of the MDM2 

amplification







How could one prove that the inguinal tumor does represent a 
metastasis from the pancreatic tumor?

Classical molecular analysis does not help since the original 
molecular alteration is lost and replaced by another type of 

molecular alteration and the tumors are at distance from each other

The only proof possible would be show that the MDM2-amplified 
cells/focus in the pancreas is KRAS- and is surrounded by KRAS+ and 

MDM2+ tumoral tissue

This could in principle be possible via mutated KRAS specific RNA ISH 
combined with FISH for MDM2…which we did not have access to











MDM2 amplification is everywhere







To make things even more complex:
cases that are not DDLPS-like carcinoma, but carcinoma-like DDLPS

(Agaimy again, of course)





Thank you for your attention


